
FUNDATIONS 1     UNIT 3 Digraphs 

 

TRICK WORDS 

Review  

the a and is his of 

 

Current Unit 

Week 1 

as has to into 

 

Week 2 

we he she be me for or 

 

REVIEW WORDS 

mop rib sob job map cop 

dot lid mud Ted fix lap 

web not ten tub bed at 

hip peg shot had bug pen 

bat hit pet bus bun bib 

red jab kid nod but cup 

mix pot Ben pat tab Jim 

tin cob rat big tip cot 

mad den gum dip mug sub 

wig yes fun cub fit run 

quit pup fog lot hut sit 

let gap sip dug dig cab 

Sid  vet wax led mat lit 

pig nap kit did zap rub 

pal fox nut gas him mob 

nab fib lab rob lob lug 

rut sun     

 

 

 



CURRENT UNIT WORDS 

Week 1 

rash such chip much shot moth 

rich dish path dash whip math 

dish shut rush shop wish fish 

shed chin chop chat Beth with 

bath Seth thin thud ship mash 

 

Week 2 

duck lick rock lock pick kick 

shock rick neck back pack chick 

Jack sock quick dock deck sick 

thick luck puck rack   

 

SENTENCES 

Week 1 

Tim has a rash. 

The fish is hot. 

Beth had a wig and a hat. 

Dad met Bev at the shop. 

A big moth got into the pot. 

Did Tom nab the fish? 

Did Jack rush to the bus? 

Beth has to get the pup. 

 

Week 2 

Dick is not back yet. 

Tim sat on the big rock. 

Bob has a cut on his neck. 

Did Rick hop into that bus? 

He had a nap on the deck. 

Did the dog lick him? 

He had a dot on his neck. 

She sat on the deck. 

 



Cod Fish 
Jack had a net to get a cod fish for Jed, 

the cat. Jack sat on a rock with his net. 

Jed sat on a log. Jack had the luck!  

He was quick with the net.  

He got the cod fish. 

Jed had a dish of fish. Yum! 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 3 Digraphs ch, ck, sh, th, wh 


